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Since 1977, Gregory mountain products have strived to be the World’s
most comfortable, toughest and best fitting packs out there.
Our product teams based in Salt Lake City are extremely passionate about
making the perfect bag, just like Wayne Gregory was when he started the
adventure, nearly 40 years ago.
Making great backpacks is a passion, built along the many journeys and
hikes, up the mountains and throughout the World.
Just like you, we breath the mountain and know what it takes to have that
perfect view, that perfect moment where you feel part of it.
Gregory packs are there to make that happen.
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AVENUES COLLECTION
MILLCREEK | PIERPONT | RIVERTON

Not every outing is a weeklong trek through the mountains, but every
mission deserves proper ground support. Inspired by our hometown,
where the mountains rise behind a metropolitan skyline, the Avenues
packs tackle everyday challenges—bike commuting, pavement pounding,
rush-hour crowd surfing—with modern designs that honor our rugged
traditions. Weather-resistant and wicked tough, these packs can tackle a
weekend trip or crosstown traffic like seasoned pros.

Pierpont in Asphalt black
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MATERIALS & CONSTRUCTION

AVENUES
Asphalt Black -0423

• 600 denier polyester custom ripstop with melange weave and TPU coating
• Select outer panels treated with internal TPU only for texture contrast
• Double-lined water-resistant bottom panels and signature oversized seam
allowance construction
• Thermoformed back panels for ultra-comfortable breathability and fit
• Dedicated laptop and tablet sleeves and removable hip belts
• Soft touch quick access pockets with water resistant zippers

Curbside Khaki -5274
Highline Blue -5275

MILLCREEK 74461
We brought all-new heavy-duty tarpaulin fabrics and
modern features to an old-school haul bag, and we
called it the Millcreek. An uncluttered exterior helps
this compact commuter split lanes on your way to the
office, and bucket-style access makes packing a snap, so
you can get up the canyon to the crag before sundown.
Dedicated laptop (14.1”) and tablet (10.1”) sleeve.

volume

weight

dimensions

25,5 L

900 g

50 x 31 x 20 cm

PIERPONT 74476
While scrambling for shelter from a fast-moving front
whipping across the valley, you can be confident that
your gear is well protected. The Pierpont’s heavy TPEbacked tarpaulin fabric body, water-resistant external
zippers, and weather-shielding cover flap pull triple
duty to safeguard your daily essentials, while signature
Gregory comfort makes this pack ideal for long days
on foot, in the saddle, or clocking layovers in every
terminal from here to Nicaragua. Dedicated laptop
(14.1”) and tablet (10.1”) sleeve.

NEW

volume

weight

dimensions

23,5 L

1,06 kg

51 x 33 x 24 cm

RIVERTON 79977
The Riverton backpack offers enough space for
your journey to work. The tough waterproof fabric,
integrated business organisation including laptop
(15.6”) sleeve, external bottle holders and a front
accessory pocket make it a very practical and
comfortable commuting pack with easy access.

volume

weight

dimensions

26 L

750 g

50 x 32 x 22 cm
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ASPECT SERIES
BORDER | SKETCH

Adventures don’t stop where the trail ends, and neither does the
need for a reliable way to haul your gear. We created the Gregory
Aspect series to meet the demands of everyday life, designing each
style to make your daily adventures as enjoyable as your weekend
excursions. These versatile, progressive haulers are the favorites
of those who share our admiration for clean lines, intelligent
organisation and comfortable carry.

MATERIALS & CONSTRUCTION
• 420 denier nylon combined with 840 denier polyester

• Dedicated laptop and tablet sleeves on all styles

• Signature oversized seam allowance construction for
trusted durability

• Safety lash points and various organisation systems
on all styles

• Premium lifespan foams and ultra-cush back panels
for signature fit and comfort

BORDER
True Black -0651
Thyme Green -4851

BORDER 35 68400

BORDER 25 68401

The sleek, lightweight, and functional Border
features a clamshell opening design that
speeds access, improves organisation of work
and play gear, and places the pack’s dedicated
laptop (15.6”) and tablet (10.1”) sleeves in easy
reach for TSA compliance. The clean exterior
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A clean, robust exterior that deflects
weather, snags, and urban wear-and-tear.
The clamshell design separates work from
play, and places dedicated laptop (15.6”)
and tablet (10.1”) sleeves in easy reach
for fast check-through at the airport.

not only looks smart, it sheds weather and

volume

weight

dimensions

resists snagging in crowded subway cars.

25 L

1,06 kg

52 x 37 x 11 cm

volume

weight

dimensions

35 L

1,40 kg

57 x 38 x 12 cm
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Sketch 22 in True Black
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True Black -0651

SKETCH

Thyme Green -4851

SKETCH 22 68392
This aerodynamic pack slices through traffic
on your way to class, and a dedicated laptop
(13.1”) compartment makes sure your notes
arrive intact. Despite its traditional shape, this
trail-ready daypack offers far more than a traditional
schoolbag: internal and external accessory
pockets, bike-friendly side-access compartments,
and an ergonomic, ventilated harness and
backpanel with hydration hose management.

volume

weight

dimensions

22 L

910 g

54,5 x 35,5 x 10,5 cm

SKETCH 18 68391
Trim on the outside, but fully featured for the
daily grind, the Sketch 18 is the bag you’ll grab for
everything from a ten-mile hike to a twelve-hour
shift at the shop. The spacious main compartment
features a full-sized laptop sleeve (13.1”) that
can double as a hydration reservoir holder, while
the three external accessory pockets keep an
organised eye on smaller items.

volume

weight

dimensions

18 L

550 g

52,5 x 37,5 x 13 cm
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SUNBIRD² COLLECTION

FAR OUT DAY ² | KLETTER DAY ² | OFFSHORE DAY ²
DUFFLE ² | DUFFLE ON WHEELS ²

In the early 70’s, before there was a Gregory brand, our founder Wayne
Gregory built packs under another flag: Sunbird. We’ve made it our mission
to keep that history alive, with a series of packs and bags derived from
photos and well-worn artifacts from those first few years.
The difference between a Sunbird bag and every other vintage copycat
on the market is simple: uncompromised materials and construction,
highlighting a craft not often evident in today’s daypack offerings. The
satisfaction of breaking in heavy-duty polyester canvas and genuine U.S.A.
chrome-tanned leather trims, the feel of high-end foams and stainless steel
hardware reminds us and inspires us to experience the outdoors as simply
and purely as Wayne’s first customers might have in 1977.

SUNBIRD ²

Denim Blue - 1292

NEW

Navy Blue -1598

Phantom Black - 5928

NEW

Stone Grey -1830

Peacock Print - 5934

NEW

FAR OUT DAY2 — 73344

KLET TER DAY2 — 73343

OFFSHORE DAY2 — 73342

The Far Out Day is the All Rounder of
the family with its convenient pockets,
laptop and tablet padded sleeves.

This classic, panel-loading, teardropshaped pack features nice and essential
details that make it stand out in a crowd.

Simple and robust - this bag protects your
precious office tools under its vintage
styling. A great commuting asset!

• I nterior 15” laptop padded sleeve

• 1 5” laptop padded sleeve

• L arge main body compartment with
internal organisation and tablet pocket

• S eparate and accessible tablet padded pocket

• I nterior 15” laptop padded sleeve

•W
 axed canvas on main body and on
pre-curved shoulder straps

• Z ipper on main compartment

• Top zippered tablet pocket

• F ront and bottom leather attachment panels

•S
 ingle, large zipped main compartment
with nice organisation

• P olyester 600D back and bottom panel
• G enuine leather accents and zipper pulls
• Top grab handle

•W
 axed canvas on main body and on
pre-curved shoulder straps
• P olyester 600D back and bottom panel
• G enuine leather accents and zipper pulls
• Top grab handle

•W
 axed canvas on main body and on
pre-curved shoulder straps
• P olyester 600D back and bottom panel
• G enuine leather accents and zipper pulls
• Top grab handle

volume

weight

dimensions

volume

weight

dimensions

volume

weight

dimensions

22 L

800 g

28 x 44,5 x 20,5 cm

17 L

700 g

30,5 x 42,5 x 19 cm

18 L

700 g

25,5 x 41,5 x 18 cm
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SUNBIRD ²
DUFFLE ON WHEELS & DUFFLE

Denim Blue -1292

Phantom Black -5928

NEW

NEW

The Sunbird² Duffle and Duffle on Wheels are an eye-catching collection with its
waxed poly canvas fabric, leather accents and zipper pullers. They are the perfect
travel companions for all of your trips.

GENERAL FEATURES
• Waxed poly canvas on main body and on shoulder straps
• Polyester 600D on the bottom panel
• Genuine leather accents and zipper pulls
• Lifestyle printed lining

FEATURES DUFFLE ON WHEELS
• Integrated robust wheels
• Top, side and bottom handle
• Bookstyle opening
• Good internal organisation: mesh pockets and cross ribbons
• Lockable zipper pullers
• Side compression straps

NEW

NEW

DUFFLE/WH S 2 — 80428
volume

weight

dimensions

volume

weight

dimensions

46 L*

2,9 kg*

55 x 38 x 20 cm

112 L*

4,7 kg*

80 x 42 x 34 cm

Cabin size
*estimated
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Denim Blue -1292

Phantom Black -5928

NEW

NEW

FEATURES DUFFLES
• Wide mouth-opening
• Shoulder straps, top handles
• Fixed “easy-to-grab” handles

DUFFLE S 2 — 76034
volume

weight

dimensions

55 L

1 kg

63,5 x 32 x 35 cm

DUFFLE M 2 — 76035

DUFFLE L 2 — 76036

volume

weight

dimensions

volume

weight

dimensions

70 L

1,1 kg

66,5 x 35 x 40 cm

95 L

1,3 kg

76 x 38 x 44 cm
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GREGORY EUROPE
Samsonite N.V.
Westerring 17
B-9700 Oudenaarde
+32 5533 3211 (office)
info.europe@gregorypacks.com
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